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Clap is a book where we all clap along, 
because sometimes a book has a beat like a 
song! This fun twist on a call-and-response 
picture book has kids clapping their way 
through this silly and boisterous story that 
is perfect for story times and read-alongs. 
Nobody sits still while enjoying Uncle Ian 
Aurora’s rowdy clapping rhymes, but the 
fun illustrations from Natalia Moore are 
sure to still keep all eyes on the book. Pick 
up Clap to read aloud, and get ready for 
things to get a little loud!

“An interactive book that got my kiddos clapping, stomping, 
and counting. The cartoony characters and bold marker-

writing font caught the kids’ attention, and the parents enjoyed 
playing along with their little ones. This is entering 

my permanent storytime rotation.”
—Rosemary Kiladitis, momreadit.wordpress.com

2017 IPPY Bronze Medal Winner  
in the Children’s Picture Books (7 & Under) Category
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Natalia Moore  lives and works in England. Her work 
has been published in the United Kingdom, United 
States, Korea, and all across Europe. Natalia has illustrated 
picture books, poetry, greeting cards, and even chocolate 
packaging. She works with mixed media and adds the 
finishing touches to her work digitally. Natalia likes to 
draw from real life and is never without her sketchbook.

Uncle Ian Aurora is from the cold mountains of the great white 
North. He is a man of unlimited joy and mischief. Known for his 
exceptionally loud yet skillful storytelling ability and wildly hilarious 
stories, Uncle Ian has certainly made a name for himself. Flowerpot 
Press was beyond thrilled when he came to us with his exciting 
new title, and we immediately jumped on the chance to tell Uncle 
Ian’s boisterous and adorably fun story.
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